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Background. Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)–exposed, uninfected (HEU) children have a higher risk of severe infection, but the causes are poorly understood. Emerging data point to altered antibody transfer in women with HIV (WHIV); however,
specific perturbations and the influence of antiretroviral therapy (ART) and HIV viremia remain unclear.
Methods. We evaluated antigen-specific transplacental antibody transfer across 14 antigens in paired maternal and umbilical
cord plasma from 352 Ugandan women; 176 were WHIV taking ART. We measured antigen-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) sub
class (IgG1, 2, 3, 4) levels and antibody Fcγ receptor (FcγRn, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b) binding profiles. We used partial least squares discrimi
nant analysis to define antigen-specific transplacental antibody transfer features.
Results. Global antibody transfer patterns were similar by maternal HIV serostatus, pointing to effective placental function in
WHIV. However, HEU umbilical cord antibody profiles were altered, driven by perturbed WHIV seroprofiles, with higher levels
of herpesvirus antibodies (P < .01 for Epstein-Barr virus, herpes simplex virus) and lower levels of classic vaccine-induced antibodies (P < .01 for tetanus, polio, Haemophilus influenzae type b), suggesting that umbilical cord antibody profile differences arise
from imbalanced WHIV immunity. Abnormal WHIV antibody profiles were associated with HIV viremia, lower CD4 count, and
postconception ART initiation (P = .01).
Conclusions. Perturbed immune-dominance profiles in WHIV shift the balance of immunity delivered to neonates. Perturbed
HIV-associated maternal antibody profiles are a key determinant of compromised neonatal immunity. Maternal vaccination interventions may promote transfer of relevant, effective antibodies to protect HEU children against early-life infections.
Keywords. immunity; neonate; placenta; Africa; vertical.
Mother-to-child HIV transmission prevention programs have
markedly decreased the global incidence of vertically transmitted human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Yet, >1 million
HIV-exposed, uninfected (HEU) children are born annually
and have a higher risk of severe infections [1, 2] and infectionrelated hospitalization than HIV-unexposed children [2, 3]. In
the current era of widespread maternal antiretroviral therapy
(ART), the causes of increased infection risk and severity
among HEU infants are poorly understood [4], though altered
transplacental antibody transfer could increase susceptibility.
Prior studies reported both compromised and unchanged total
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and antigen-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) transplacental
antibody transfer ratios in women with HIV (WHIV) [5–8].
Immunity in WHIV may be negatively impacted by HIV
viremia, low CD4+ T-cell (CD4) count, and suboptimal ART
efficacy or adherence [5–8]. Furthermore, late ART initiation in pregnancy, nonadherence, or treatment interruptions
may hinder maternal immune reconstitution, drive HIV viremia, alter maternal humoral and cellular immunity in pregnant WHIV, and inhibit vaccine responsiveness. However, the
plasma antibody repertoire in WHIV taking ART has not been
comprehensively evaluated, nor has it been established whether
global placental antibody transfer is compromised in WHIV
and whether function can be restored with ART. Thus, drivers
of altered HEU neonate immunity remain ill-defined, including
how maternal antibody profiles contribute to compromised
immunity.
Prior to widespread ART, placental abnormalities were more
prevalent in WHIV [9–12]. Impaired transplacental IgG transfer
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Altered Maternal Antibody Profiles in Women With
Human Immunodeficiency Virus Drive Changes in
Transplacental Antibody Transfer

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Site, Recruitment, and Ethics

Participants were recruited from Mbarara Regional Referral
Hospital in 2017–2018. HIV-infected women who reported not
taking ART were excluded. The study was approved by Mbarara
University of Science and Technology (11/03-17) and Partners
Healthcare (2017P001319).
Sample Collection

Maternal blood was collected during labor. HIV viral load and
CD4 count were measured for WHIV if not available within the
last 6 months. Umbilical vein and maternal blood was spun to
separate plasma.
Antigen-Specific Antibody Isotype, Subclass, FcR Binding, and EnzymeLinked Immunosorbent Assays

Measles, mumps, rubella, combined herpes simplex 1 and 2
(HSV-1/2), tetanus toxoid (tetanus), pertussis toxin (pertussis),
poliovirus (polio), hepatitis A (HepA), cytomegalovirus
(CMV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), respiratory syncytial
virus (RSV), Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib), adenovirus type 5 hexon, and purified protein derivative (PPD)–
associated antigens were coupled to MagPlex microspheres
via a 2-step carbodiimide reaction. Antigen-specific IgG
subclass 1, 2, 3, and 4 assays were performed in duplicate,
measured using Luminex assays, and read using Intellicyt
iQue, as previously described [17]. Antigen-specific antibody binding assays to FcRγ2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, and FcRn were
performed in duplicate, measured via Luminex as previously
described [18]. Total IgG was measured by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen, 88-50550-22), reported as an average
of duplicate wells.
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Data Analysis and Visualization

Cohort characteristics were described using summary statistics.
Antibody transfer ratios were calculated as paired ratio of umbilical cord:maternal antigen-specific absolute values for each
subclass and receptor. Significance between groups was determined using Kruskal-Wallis tests, corrected for multiple comparisons using Dunn test.
Identifying Group-Specific Signatures: Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator, Orthogonalized Partial Least Squares
Discriminant Analysis, and Co-correlate Networks

To identify antibody Fc features differentiating groups, classification models were built using a least absolute shrinkage
and selection operator (LASSO) method for feature selection followed by classification using a nested cross-validation
framework as previously described [19]. Orthogonalized partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLSDA) was used
to visualize LASSO-selected features [20]. For OPLSDA, variables were centered and scaled to a standard deviation of 1.0
(z score) and the model was orthogonalized so latent variable
1 (LV1) captured feature variance in pairwise separation of
groups and latent variable 2 (LV2) described variance orthogonal (not contributing) to LV1. One hundred random
5-fold cross-validation and permutation testing was performed to assess model significance by randomly shuffling
labels. The OPLSDA model performed significantly better
than random with cross-validation Wilcoxon P values ≤10–8
across pairwise group comparisons. A score plot and a bar
plot of loadings on LV1 were generated for each analysis to
identify individual features capturing the greatest variance.
Variable importance in projection (VIP) scores were calculated [21], ranking variable importance. Features were ranked
by VIP score order and plotted according to the direction and
group of enrichment. To comprehensively profile features
differentiating groups, Fc features correlated to each LASSOselected feature in the final models were identified and included in the Cytoscape correlation network depiction if (1)
statistically significant after correction for multiple comparisons (Benjamini-Hochberg Q value <.05) and (2) correlation
coefficient ≥0.3.
Multilevel Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis for Paired
Multivariate Analysis

Multilevel partial least squares discriminant analysis
(MLPLSDA) using LASSO-selected features and IgG subclass titers was used to identify key features contributing to
the separation of paired maternal and umbilical cord plasma
antibody Fc profiles [22, 23]. MLPLSDA is a multivariable
method taking advantage of paired data structure by subtracting interpair variability to highlight intrapair variability
[20]. Preprocessing and goodness-of-fit assessment was done
similarly to OPLSDA.
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in WHIV was associated with placental pathology and thought
to be driven by placental inflammation [13, 14]. However, we
previously found no significant difference in prevalence of inflammatory or vascular placental pathology by maternal HIV
serostatus [15, 16], suggesting that antibody transfer perturbations originate outside the placenta and might be linked to altered maternal humoral immunity.
Thus, given lack of significant HIV-associated placental
abnormalities in the ART era, we sought to examine maternal plasma antibody profiles in WHIV and impact on
transplacental transfer. We used a systems serology approach
to comprehensively profile maternal and umbilical cord antibodies to 14 vaccine-preventable and endemic antigens including antigen-specific isotype, subclass, and Fc receptor
(FcR) binding levels by maternal HIV serostatus in a large cohort of 352 women living in sub-Saharan Africa, half of whom
were WHIV.

Defining Multivariate Signatures

Three-Way Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis Model

Twelve LASSO-selected features from the 3 pairwise group
comparisons (HIV uninfected, WHIV nonviremic [undetectable maternal HIV viral load <50 copies/mL], and WHIV viremic [maternal HIV viral load >50 copies/mL]) were pooled.
A nonorthogonalized partial least squares discriminant analysis
(PLSDA) model was developed to separate the 3 groups and
better visualize pairwise group differences. Two-dimensional
LV1 and LV2 loadings were overlaid to visualize the contributions of the 12 features to pairwise group differences in the resulting biplot.
RESULTS
Cohort Characteristics

Of 352 participants (Table 1), 176 (50%) were WHIV who reported taking combination ART. Demographics and obstetric
history were similar by maternal HIV serostatus. Mean parity
was 3.1, and mean gestational age was 39 weeks. Among WHIV,
median CD4 count was 440 cells/µL, 74% had an undetectable
HIV viral load, and 53% initiated ART preconception. Median
ART days for those initiating postconception was 109.
Table 1.

Global Patterns of Antibody Transfer Were Similar by Maternal HIV
Serostatus

To investigate transplacental IgG transfer, we compared the
logarithm of antibody subclass transfer ratios by maternal HIV
serostatus. Heatmap depiction of log IgG subclass transfer
ratios (Figure 1A) demonstrated overall transfer landscape by
serostatus. Because IgG1 followed by IgG4 and IgG3 are preferentially transplacentally transferred (ratio >1) [24, 25], we visualized these subclass ratios by maternal HIV serostatus using
radar plots (Figure 1B). We observed striking stability across
most antigen specificities, with small but statistically significant
lower IgG1 transfer ratios in WHIV for RSV (P = .029) and
HSV-1/2 (P = .0008). IgG2 and IgG3 transfer ratios were significantly lower in WHIV for Hib, rubella, HSV-1/2, and EBV
(Supplementary Figure 1A and 1B). IgG1 transfer ratio distribution was visualized using violin plots, demonstrating similar
spread of ratios across antigens by maternal HIV serostatus
(Figure 1C).
Given few univariate antigen-specific differences and similar,
stable overall transfer ratios, we investigated whether multivariate transfer patterns differed by maternal HIV serostatus. Using
unbiased MLPLSDA analyses of IgG subclass titers to discriminate across mother:umbilical cord pairs, top features contributing to IgG separation included IgG1 for polio and PPD, which
were more abundant in umbilical cord than maternal plasma
for both HIV serogroups (Supplementary Figure 1H–K). IgG2
for polio and CMV and IgG4 for mumps and measles demonstrated the opposite pattern, with higher maternal than umbilical cord levels. Results were similar with and without LASSO
feature reduction, indicating overall similar transplacental IgG
transfer patterns by maternal HIV serostatus, despite significant
small decreases in individual subclass ratios in WHIV. Together,

Cohort Characteristics

Characteristic

Living With HIV
(n = 176)

HIV Uninfected
(n = 176)

11 (6)

18 (10)

Age category, y
 ≤19
 20–34

.38
139 (79)

135 (77)

 ≥35

26 (15)

23 (13)

Gestational age, wk, mean (SD)

39 (2.1)

39 (1.7)

30 (17)

46 (26)

Parity prior to current delivery
 0 (primiparous)
 1–3 (multiparous)

P Valuea

.47
.07

109 (62)

90 (51)

 >4 (grand multiparous)

37 (21)

40 (23)

Cesarean delivery

66 (38)

48 (27)

.04

Presence of CPI

16 (9)

12 (14)

.18

 
Villitis of unknown etiology

8 (5)

18 (10)

.04

 
Plasma cell deciduitis

7 (4)

5 (3)

.82

 
Chronic chorioamnionitis

1 (0.6)

3 (2)

.37

 
Chronic histiocytic intervillositis

0 (0)

0 (0)

Data are presented as No. (%) unless otherwise indicated.
Abbreviations: CPI, chronic placental inflammation; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; SD, standard deviation.
a
Tests of association between cohort characteristics and HIV serostatus were performed using χ2, Wilcoxon rank-sum, and t tests.
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Orthogonalized partial least squares regression (OPLSR) modeling was used to define multivariate signatures for continuous
variables, including maternal total IgG, total IgG transfer ratios,
and HIV viral load. Input variables were scaled to zero mean
and unit variance, and 100 permutations were performed in a
5-fold cross-validation framework, comparing permutation residuals to original residuals, reporting mean Wilcoxon P value
over 100 iterations.

despite a few small differences in transfer ratios driven by differences in maternal plasma levels, these data suggested intact
placental antibody transfer functions in WHIV.
Beyond antibody levels, antibody function directed by
pathogen-specific interaction with FcRs further protects against
pathogens [26, 27]. We next investigated whether transferred
antibodies differed by FcR-binding profiles. MLPLSDA of
LASSO-selected features resulted in near-perfect separation by
key Fc signatures with 99% cross-validation (CV) accuracy for
4 • CID 2022:XX (XX XX) • Dolatshahi et al

both HIV serogroups (Figure 1D and 1F). The highest-ranking
features separating maternal and umbilical cord profiles included
measles-specific and RSV-specific FcγR2b, higher in umbilical cord than maternal plasma (Figure 1E and 1G). Our findings of similar IgG subclass ratios, FcR profiles, and top-ranking
MLPLSDA-selected features suggest that placental antibody
transfer functions remain largely intact among WHIV taking
ART, and differences in umbilical cord blood seroprofiles originate outside the placenta and are likely due to maternal factors.
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Figure 1. Global patterns of antibody transfer were similar between women with human immunodeficiency virus (WHIV) and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)–uninfected women. This figure depicts the global antibody pool and transplacental transfer patterns across HIV-positive and HIV-negative pregnancies (A–C) and multivariate
analysis distinguishing maternal and umbilical cord antibody profiles (D–G). A, Transplacental transfer ratios. Heatmap depicting the logarithm of transfer ratios (umbilical
cord plasma level divided by maternal plasma level). Colors depict transfer ratios: black = 1, purple >1, and yellow <1. B, Median transfer ratios for highly transferred immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) and immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4), comparing HIV-positive to HIV-negative pregnancies. Radar plots show median antigen-specific IgG1 and IgG4 transfer
ratios for WHIV (red) and HIV-uninfected women (blue). The dashed black line represents transfer ratio = 1. Mann-Whitney U test was used to test the hypothesis that
transfer ratios were sampled from continuous distributions with equal medians. P values were adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction for the 14 antigen specificities. *Significant corrected P values <.05. C, Distributions of transplacental antibody transfer ratios, depicted for WHIV and HIV-uninfected women using Violin
plots. D–G, Multilevel OPLSDA models using 36 LASSO-selected features separating plasma profiles from WHIV and paired HIV-exposed umbilical cord plasma (D and E)
and HIV-uninfected women and paired HIV-unexposed umbilical cord plasma (F and G), accounting for variance across maternal-cord pairs. D, Score plot, where dots represent maternal (darker color) and paired umbilical cord (lighter color) samples. The orthogonalized approach ensures that latent variable 1 (LV1) defines the axis of separation
between mother and cord Fc profiles (Y var = 92% and X var = 24%), while latent variable 2 (LV2) captured the variance in the antibody profiles that do not contribute to this
separation (Y var = 0% and X var = 8%). To assess model performance 5-fold cross-validation was performed, resulting in almost perfect accuracy (CV accuracy = 99%).
E, Bar graph demonstrating the variable importance in projection (VIP) scores for the top features contributing most to the separation (VIP score >1). The VIP scores shown
are ranked and color-coded according to the direction of the loadings and groups are color-matched to the score plot. F, Score plot, where dots represent maternal (darker
color) and paired umbilical cord (lighter color) samples. The variance in mother:umbilical cord separation is condensed in LV1 (Y var = 91% and X var = 21%). LV2 captures
the variance not contributing to the separation (Y var = 0% and X var = 15%). G, Bar graph demonstrating the VIP scores for the top features contributing most to separation.
The VIP scores shown are ranked and color-coded according to the direction of the loadings and groups are color-matched to the score plot. Abbreviations: adeno, adenovirus;
CMV, cytomegalovirus; CV acc, cross-validation accuracy; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; FcR, Fc receptor; HepA, hepatitis A; Hib, Haemophilus influenzae type b; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; IgG, immunoglobulin G; LV, latent variable; pert tox, pertussis toxin; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus.

Differences in HIV-Exposed and -Unexposed Umbilical Cord Antibody
Profiles Are Driven by Maternal Antibody Profiles

HIV Viremia Is Associated With Perturbed Maternal Seroprofiles

All enrolled WHIV reported taking ART, yet 26% had detectable HIV viremia. Using OPLSR, total IgG was the highestranking feature associated with HIV viral load (Figure 4A
and 4B). We compared median maternal and umbilical
cord IgG titers and transfer ratios for 131 (74%) nonviremic
WHIV to 45 (26%) viremic WHIV and 176 HIV-uninfected
women. Maternal total IgG levels were significantly higher
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The surprising observation of largely similar transplacental
transfer ratios across maternal HIV serogroups suggested
that compromised HEU immunity may result from altered
maternal plasma seroprofiles rather than placental dysfunction. We therefore analyzed maternal antibody profiles by
HIV serostatus in univariate analysis, classified by inoculation route and pathogen type (Figure 2A–C). Compared to
HIV-uninfected women, higher plasma levels of herpesvirus
antibodies (herpesviruses latent in the host that can reactivate: HSV-1/2, EBV, CMV) were transferred to umbilical cord
plasma in WHIV (Figure 2A). Opposite trends were observed
with classic vaccine-induced antibodies to tetanus, Hib, mumps,
and polio, with lower plasma levels among WHIV and resulting
lower abundance in HEU umbilical cord plasma (Figure 2C).
Other antigen-specific antibodies appeared unaffected by maternal HIV infection (Figure 2B). Maternal antibody levels were
most predictive of transplacental antibody quantity transferred
across the placenta, as seen previously [25]. Furthermore, maternal HIV infection was associated with higher maternal and
umbilical cord levels of chronic herpesvirus antibodies, which
likely outcompete antibodies to important childhood pathogens for transplacental transfer, resulting in lower umbilical
cord levels and skewing HEU immunity away from optimal humoral protection (Figure 2C).
Next, we further defined umbilical cord plasma features
by maternal HIV serostatus using LASSO-selected features
in OPLSDA. Score plots (Figure 2D) depicted moderate (CV
accuracy = 68%) but stable (permutation P < 10–8) global
profile differences. Higher EBV- and HSV-1/2–specific antibody titers and associated Fcγ receptors were associated with
HIV-exposed umbilical cord plasma, while tetanus-, Hib-,
and mumps-specific antibody titers and their Fcγ receptors
were higher in the HIV-unexposed group (Figure 2E and 2F).
Corresponding maternal plasma analysis demonstrated a similar pattern (Figure 2G–I), further suggesting that umbilical
cord plasma antibody profile differences arise from imbalanced
WHIV immunity—shifted away from vaccine-derived antigens
and toward chronic viral pathogens. To delineate additional antibody features tracking with altered WHIV antibody profiles,
we constructed a network of features significantly correlated
to LASSO-selected features (Figure 2F and 2I). Hib-specific
IgG1 and FcR-binding antibodies were highly correlated with
LASSO-selected tetanus-specific FcRn binding (Figure 2F and
2I). To confirm that maternal differences determined profiles
in paired umbilical cord plasma, we performed OPLSDA on
LASSO-selected IgG1 features. Antigen-specific antibody differences were conserved, and EBV, HSV-1/2, tetanus, and Hib
IgG1 titers were top-ranking differences by maternal HIV
serostatus (Supplementary Figure 2). Collectively, our findings
illustrate preserved placental antibody transfer function, and

that altered maternal immune profiles in WHIV were the critical determinant of umbilical cord antibody levels.
Among WHIV, lower CD4 count, postconception ART initiation, and HIV viremia determine maternal plasma profiles,
driving transplacental IgG transfer. Because HIV infection has
been associated with hypergammaglobulinemia and poor placental antibody transfer [28], we investigated WHIV seroprofile
determinants. Total IgG was significantly higher in WHIV than
in HIV-uninfected women (Figure 3A; P = .001) but not significantly higher in HIV-exposed than in HIV-unexposed umbilical cord plasma (Figure 3A; P = .4). Using multivariate OPLSR,
HIV viral load, lower CD4 count, and postconception ART
initiation were tightly linked to high total maternal IgG levels
(Figure 3B and 3C). A second OPLSR model defined lower maternal HIV viral load and higher CD4 count as top-ranking features associated with high total IgG transfer ratios (Figure 3D
and 3E). Thus, maternal HIV viremia, lower CD4 count, and
postconception ART initiation predicted total maternal IgG
level and inversely predicted transplacental total IgG transfer
ratio.
We then investigated the contribution of maternal HIV viremia and CD4 count to WHIV seroprofiles by comparing median antigen-specific IgG1 transplacental transfer ratios using
radar plots (Figure 3F–H). Transfer ratios in viremic WHIV
were almost universally lower than nonviremic WHIV, whose
ratios were lower than HIV-uninfected women. Comparing viremic WHIV and HIV-uninfected women, we observed significantly decreased median transfer ratios for HepA-, HSV-1/2–,
adenovirus-, and rubella-specific IgG1 (Figure 3F). WHIV with
low CD4 counts (<250 cells/µL) had the lowest transfer ratios
across all 14 antigens. Transfer efficiency was significantly different between low CD4 count in WHIV and HIV-uninfected
women for polio-, rubella-, PPD-, and CMV-specific antibodies
(Figure 3G). Timing of ART initiation also impacted transfer
efficiency. Median transfer ratios were significantly lower in
WHIV starting ART postconception than in HIV-uninfected
women for HepA-, RSV-, and HSV-specific IgG1. Transfer
ratios for WHIV who started ART preconception ranked between these 2 groups (Figure 3H). Thus, WHIV initiating
ART preconception who achieved robust immune reconstitution demonstrated transplacental antibody transfer more
similar to HIV-uninfected women than WHIV initiating ART
postconception or with lower CD4 counts.
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umbilical cord plasma. Only significant comparisons are depicted. Maternal and umbilical cord samples were only compared within serostatus group. To assess significance
of the IgG1 level differences between groups, Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test was applied, followed by Dunn test to correct for multiple comparisons. Adjusted P values:
*P < .0332, **P < .0021, ***P < .0002, ****P < .0001. A, Univariate plots showing IgG1 levels for antigen specificities where HIV-uninfected/unexposed maternal and umbilical cord plasma samples are lower than WHIV/HIV-exposed umbilical cord levels for herpesvirus antigens (chronic maternal infections). Herpes simplex virus (HSV)– and
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)–specific IgG1 levels are significantly lower in HIV-uninfected/exposed than WHIV/HIV-exposed, and cytomegalovirus-specific IgG1 differences
are not statistically significant. B, Antigen-specific IgG1 levels that are unaffected by maternal HIV serostatus. C, Antigen-specific IgG1 levels that are significantly higher
in the HIV-uninfected/unexposed groups than WHIV/HIV-exposed include vaccine-induced antibodies to tetanus, Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib), and mumps, and
nonsignificantly higher for respiratory syncytial virus and polio. D–I, Multivariate analysis to distinguish HIV-exposed and unexposed umbilical cord (D–F) and maternal (G–I)
antibody profiles. D, Score plot for the orthogonalized partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLSDA) analysis using 6 least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO)–selected features depicts moderately different profiles between HIV-exposed and -unexposed umbilical cord plasma. Latent variable 1 (LV1) captures the separation
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DISCUSSION

Significant controversy remains over the origin of increased
infection risk and severity in HEU infants. Prior studies of
transplacental antibody transfer to HEUs report conflicting results, with some describing lower quantities of antigen-specific
antibodies against Hib, influenza A, RSV, tetanus, and measles, while others found higher quantities or no difference
[5–8]. However, no studies comprehensively evaluated multiple
antigens simultaneously or large cohorts living in resourcelimited settings. Here, we used systems serology to comprehensively analyze the landscape of transplacentally transferred
antibodies in a large sub-Saharan African cohort. We demonstrate similar overall transplacental antibody transfer patterns
between WHIV taking ART and HIV-uninfected comparators
and efficient (umbilical cord:maternal ratio >1) transplacental
antibody transfer in WHIV taking ART, suggesting intact placental function.
Concerningly, we describe altered WHIV plasma antibody profiles characterized by reduced vaccine-associated

antibodies and a herpesvirus-associated inflammatory state
skewing transplacental antibody transfer toward chronic
herpesviruses-specific antibodies. In WHIV, herpesvirus antibodies likely saturate placental receptors, outcompeting Hib,
tetanus, and mumps antibodies more important for HEU infant protection. Altered maternal antibody profiles and high
total IgG observed in this relatively healthy WHIV population
suggests perturbed immunity, possibly resulting from irreparable host B- and T-cell repertoire changes shifting the inflammatory balance [29] and only partially remedied by ART.
In the setting of hypergammaglobulinemia, placental mechanisms regulate total IgG transfer, reducing antigen-specific
antibody transfer to umbilical cord blood. Our findings suggest that adverse HEU health outcomes are driven, in part, by
relatively lower antibody quality and functionality in WHIV
resulting in transplacental transfer of a skewed antibody pool
to the neonate, with ratios largely reflecting maternal plasma
concentrations.
These findings reveal a critical opportunity to rebalance
transplacental antibody transfer through selectively boosting
critically important antigen-specific antibodies in WHIV. Our
findings suggest that maternal boosters against Hib, mumps,
and other key vaccine-preventable pathogens should be given
to reproductive-age WHIV with low titers, especially those
with detectable viremia and lower CD4 counts, as low maternal
titers are associated with increased infant infection risk [30].
Future research should evaluate whether booster vaccination
could induce higher titers of key antibodies, diluting the pool
of maternal herpesvirus antibodies, outcompeting them for
transplacental transfer, and enhancing transfer of antibodies
most relevant to early-life protection.
Unlike others, we did not find decreased transplacental
measles [6], RSV [31], or pertussis [7] IgG1 transfer in WHIV.
Our findings also differ from those of Goetghebuer et al [32].
who reported differences in umbilical cord plasma in WHIV
largely driven by postconception ART initiation. In our cohort, seroprofiles of WHIV initiating ART preconception differed significantly from HIV-uninfected women. This contrast
could result from differences in study population. Though
82% of the Belgian WHIV were of sub-Saharan African origin, they lived in Belgium and likely had different vaccination histories and environmental exposures than our Ugandan

between HIV-exposed and HIV-unexposed cord plasma (Y var = 18% and X var = 34%), where latent variable 2 (LV2) captures the variance in antibody profiles that does not
contribute to this separation (Y var = 0% and X var = 25%). E, Bar graph depicts loadings on LV1 ordered according to their variable importance in projection (VIP) scores and
is color-coded to emphasize the features enriched in each group. F, Correlates of the LASSO-selected features are depicted in network format. Only correlation coefficients
with multiple comparison corrected P values <.05 and Spearman correlation coefficients >0.3 are included. Line widths and color intensities are proportional to the correlation coefficients. Overall, higher EBV- and HSV-specific antibody titers and associated Fc receptor binding capacity are observed in HIV-exposed umbilical cord plasma, while
tetanus-, Hib-, and mumps-specific antibodies are enriched in HIV-unexposed group. G, Similarly, OPLSDA models were built using 7 LASSO-selected antibody features. The
dots in the score plot represent WHIV and HIV-uninfected maternal samples. LV1 captures the separation between these maternal groups (Y var = 22% and X var = 40%),
and LV2 captures the variance in antibody profiles that does not contribute to this separation (Y var = 0% and X var = 21%). H, Bar graph depicts loadings on LV1 ordered
according to their VIP scores and color-coded to emphasize the features enriched in each group. I, Correlates of the LASSO-selected features are depicted in network format
with criteria and line depictions similar to (F). Abbreviations: CMV, cytomegalovirus; CV, cross-validation; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; FcR, Fc receptor; HepA, hepatitis A; HEU,
human immunodeficiency virus exposed, uninfected; Hib, Haemophilus influenzae type b; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HSV, herpes simplex virus; IgG, immunoglobulin
G; LV, latent variable; PPD, purified protein derivative; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus.
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in viremic WHIV than HIV-uninfected women, but not between nonviremic WHIV and HIV-uninfected women, nor in
umbilical cord blood by maternal HIV serostatus or viremia
(Figure 4C). Maternal total IgG levels and antigen-specific
IgG1 transfer ratios were significantly negatively correlated
with lower transfer ratios for 13 of 14 (92%) specific antigens
(Figure 4D).
Finally, to further distinguish maternal antibody profiles in
maternal HIV serostatus and viremia groups, we performed
PLSDA on the combined set of LASSO-selected features separating each pair of groups (Figure 4E). The most striking separation was observed between HIV-uninfected women and viremic
WHIV (CV accuracy = 77%). Total IgG, EBV-specific IgG1,
HSV-specific IgG1, tetanus FcRn, Hib FcγR2a, and mumps
FcγR2a were key features separating groups (Supplementary
Figure 3A and 3B). These analyses demonstrated that viremia
in WHIV and expanded herpesvirus plasma responses likely
act synergistically to enhance transplacental transfer of chronic
herpesvirus antibodies, potentially blocking transfer of antibodies more relevant to protecting HEU neonates against earlylife pathogens.

cohort [32]. Differences in social determinants of health, maternal microbiomes, nutrition, and coinfections could also
contribute. Limitations of our study include lack of infant
8 • CID 2022:XX (XX XX) • Dolatshahi et al

longitudinal follow-up and inability to adjust for nutritional,
socioeconomic, and other potential factors influencing maternal seroprofiles.
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Figure 3. High viral load, low CD4 T-cell count, and time on antiretroviral therapy (ART) are determinants of high maternal total immunoglobulin G (IgG) levels and low
transplacental IgG1 transfer. A, The dot-line plots show total IgG levels across paired mother:umbilical cord samples for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)–infected/exposed
(HIV+) and HIV-uninfected/unexposed (HIV–) maternal (M) and umbilical cord (C) groups. Significance was evaluated by a Kruskal-Wallis test corrected for multiple comparisons
using a Dunn test, where adjusted P < .033 was considered significant. *P < .033, **P < .0021, ****P < .0001. B–E, Multivariate analysis to identify features associated with high
maternal total IgG (B–C) and high total IgG transplacental transfer ratio (D–E). B, An orthogonalized partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLSR) model was developed to
define maternal features associated with total IgG titer among women with HIV (WHIV). The dots represent individual WHIV and are colored based on their rank of transplacental
antibody transfer (dark = high, light = low). High IgG transfer correlates were captured on latent variable 1 (LV1), explaining 16% of the variance of IgG titer rank. This model
outperformed 99% of random models (cross-validation [CV] Wilcoxon P = .01) C, Bar graph depicting the loading plot associated with total maternal IgG, in which all maternal
features were ranked based on their variable importance in projection (VIP) score measuring their contribution to total IgG variance. The top 3 features have VIP score >1, signifying greater than average contribution to the variation of total IgG. D, A second OPLSR model was constructed to define the maternal features associated with enhanced total
IgG transfer across the placenta to umbilical cord plasma. Dots represent single maternal:umbilical cord pairs colored according to their rank of high to low total IgG transfer ratio
(dark = high, light = low). Features associated with highest transfer ratio are captured on LV1, accounting for 14% of the variance of IgG transfer. This model outperformed 95%
of random models (CV Wilcoxon P = .05). E, Bar graph depicts the loading plot for LV1. Predictors are ranked based on their VIP score, importance in driving antibody transfer. The
top 2 features, HIV viral load and CD4 L/M/H, have VIP score >1, signifying greater than average contribution to the model prediction of transplacental IgG transfer. CD4 L/M/H:
CD4+ T-cell counts discretized to have value 0 for CD4 <250 cells/µL (L), value 1 for CD4 250–500 cells/µL (M), and value 2 for CD4 >500 cells/µL (H). F–H, Radar plots of median
antigen-specific transplacental IgG1 transfer ratios, homing in on the relationship between maternal HIV features and transfer ratios. F, Comparing median transfer ratios among
3 maternal groups: HIV-infected viremic, HIV-infected nonviremic, and HIV-uninfected. Statistical significance was tested using Wilcoxon rank-sum test between HIV-uninfected
and the HIV-infected viremic groups. G, Comparing median transfer ratios according to maternal CD4 count groups. Statistical significance was tested using Wilcoxon rank-sum
test between HIV-uninfected women and WHIV with CD4 <250 cells/µL. H, Comparing median transfer ratios, grouped by ART duration: between HIV-uninfected women, WHIV
taking ART at conception, and WHIV not taking ART at conception. Statistical significance was tested using Wilcoxon rank-sum test between HIV-uninfected women and WHIV
not taking ART preconception. F–H, Significance levels were corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction across the 14 antigen specificities per panel. Adjusted
P values < .05 are indicated with an asterisk. Abbreviations: adeno, adenovirus; ART, antiretroviral therapy; CMV, cytomegalovirus; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; HepA, hepatitis A;
HEU, HIV exposed, uninfected; Hib, Haemophilus influenzae type b; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HSV, herpes simplex virus; IgG, immunoglobulin G; LV, latent variable;
ns, not significant; OPLSR, orthogonalized partial least squares discriminant analysis; pert tox, pertussis toxin; PPD, purified protein derivative; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus.
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Figure 4. The contribution of maternal human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) viremia to perturbed maternal antibody profiles. A and B, Multivariate analysis to identify
maternal antibody features associated with high maternal HIV viral load. A, Features predictive of maternal HIV viral load defined using orthogonalized partial least squares
discriminant analysis model. Dots represent individual women with HIV (WHIV) and are colored based on HIV viral load (darker = higher, colorless = undetectable). Correlates
of high HIV viral load are captured on latent variable 1 (LV1), explaining 18% of the variance in viral load. This model outperformed >99% of random models (cross-validation
[CV] Wilcoxon P = .008). B, Bar graph depicting the loading plot associated with maternal HIV viral load, where maternal antibody and receptor features were ranked based on
their variable importance in projection (VIP) score, representing each feature’s contribution to viral load. Total immunoglobulin G (IgG) is the only feature with VIP score >1, signifying greater than average contribution to the variation in viral load. C, Violin plots show the distribution of total IgG in maternal (M) and umbilical cord (C) plasma grouped
by maternal viremia status. The inset (T) depicts total IgG transfer ratios. Significance was evaluated by a Kruskal-Wallis test corrected for multiple comparisons using a Dunn
test, where adjusted P < .033 was considered significant. *P < .033, ***P < .0002, ****P < .0001. D, Spearman correlation of maternal plasma levels with corresponding
transplacental transfer ratios for 14 antigen-specific IgG1 levels, calculated across all participants. False discovery rate–adjusted P values. *P < .05 was considered significant. E, Multivariate analysis of maternal features associated with HIV viremia. Using the combined set of 12 features that separated pairwise profiles of HIV-uninfected,
nonviremic WHIV, and viremic WHIV, a 3-way partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLSDA) summarizing the comparison of HIV-uninfected (n = 173, blue filled circles),
nonviremic WHIV (n = 131, red open circles), and viremic WHIV (n = 45, dark red filled circles) individuals. The PLSDA biplot depicts score plots of individuals color-coded
based on their HIV serostatus and HIV viremia group, which was overlaid on the 2-dimensional loading plots of the 12 input features (yellow diamonds). LV1 accounts for
30% of variance in X and 14% of variance in Y, whereas latent variable 2 explains 12% X variance and 4% Y variance. Five-fold cross validation resulted in 70% CV accuracy.
Permutation testing results showed that this model significantly outperformed models based on shuffled group labels (Wilcoxon P < 10–10). This biplot could be interpreted
as the yellow diamonds “pulling” individual participants in their respective directions. Abbreviations: adeno, adenovirus; CV, cross-validation; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; FcR,
Fc receptor; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HSV, herpes simplex virus; IgG, immunoglobulin G; LV, latent variable; ns, not significant; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus.

Further research should focus on mechanisms causing
differing immune responses in WHIV, evaluation of the efficacy
of targeted vaccination to augment maternal and neonatal immunity, and longitudinal infant follow-up to measure infection
risk. Ultimately, rebalancing maternal seroprofiles in WHIV is
a first important step in helping HEU children battle the world
of pathogens awaiting them after birth.
Supplementary Data
Supplementary materials are available at Clinical Infectious Diseases online.
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materials are not copyedited and are the sole responsibility of the authors,
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